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Mobility will be moving to Rotkreuz at the beginning of 2018
Due to conversion work and a lack of space at its current registered offices in Lucerne,
Mobility has decided on the Suurstoffi estate in Rotkreuz as the site of its new headquarters.
The move is planned for early 2018.
Mobility is constantly growing. 196 staff throughout Switzerland – 50 more than ten years ago – keep
127’300 customers on the road in the red car sharing vehicles round the clock. As the company
increases in size, its headquarters on Gütschstrasse in Lucerne with a current staff of 130 is reaching
its limits in terms of capacity. Nonetheless, this is not the main reason for the move according to
Mobility Managing Director Viviana Buchmann. “The owners of the property are planning to carrying
out extensive renovation work, which would mean high noise levels and operating restrictions.” This is
why the company has had to look for alternatives in Central Switzerland, says Buchmann.
Detailed evaluation of various sites
After a comprehensive assessment of several office buildings, the cooperative has now opted for the
Suurstoffi estate in Rotkreuz, where it will move at the beginning of 2018. A convincing overall concept
including CO2-free operation was a clinching factor in the decision, as well as the fact that construction
work on the building and the estate is already well advanced. “The Suurstoffi estate is a very good
solution for us,” says Buchmann. “It is centrally located and offers excellent transportation links in
various directions.”

ABOUT MOBILITY CAR SHARING
Mobility Car Sharing offers its 127’300 customers 2’900 vehicles at 1’460 stations. State-of-the-art
technology delivers a self-service car sharing system that is user-friendly, economical, fully automatic
and available around the clock.
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